
WWOZ Community Advisory Board minutes
October 4, 2016

WWOZ Offices – performance studio

Call to order 6:40 pm

Attendance : Truth Universal presiding,  Sakura Kone, Lou Hill , Paige Patriarca,, Cherice 
Harrison, David Polphus, Reid Wick, Leon Waters and Arthur Cohen present

Public: Don Paul

Question: How long will the group meet?

Arthur explained 2 meetings left before end of the year – It was decided that Nov 1 and Dec 6 
would be the dates.  
One more meeting left to develop names for future CAB

 Get suggested names for future CAB to the Board of Directors by mid-November
 New board members should reflect the cultural community, i.e. Indians, brass band, 

social aid pleasure clubs, youth, other music communities
 Current CAB members willing to stay should make that known at the next meeting.

Oz is posting Second Line routes on website

Use of Roberts Rules. Most in agreement. Will revisit at Dec. mtg.

How do we incorporate the conversation for advice from CAB, how well does the station do 
programming, content, feedback about the station?

Ad hoc Outreach committee: David, Lou and Kone and met with Arthur
 Ideas: public mtg, community is invited via posting on the website
 Community calendar events and it "should and could be on there" Arthur

Live wire is for music only
 CAB blog, premature at this time
 Lou suggested Facebook page...Discussion that it is too volatile and can lose control of 

it. Agreed not to proceed. 
 Include info re: CAB in WWOZ outreach tables ast events 
 announcements on air

It was suggested that we discuss Jazz awareness, artist spotlights, directed toward youth, 
teachers could incorporate

Cutting Class is still going, Leslie Cooper is running it now. It is now is core budget, as is Taking
it to the Streets.

Question: What kind of feedback is the station looking for from us? 
 How are we doing? Positive and negative. Ideas are good, but what are we missing?



 Listening, online, etc. how do we experience OZ?

Lou Hill: I've so tired of discussing our procedure. I want to get down to work.  Our job is to 
critique the stations offering and how well we serve the community...in the realm of content, not 
about development.

Cherice loves WWOZ and glad that they are present in the community, videos, etc.
Suggests Conversations with the Elders as a program

 Charlie is the video guy
 OZ hopes to hire a producer/trainer who can start on ideas like this.
 CAB can identify who those elders – will use a Google doc for suggestions

Kone: When we get WWOZ “state of the art”? Arthur explained capital outlays for equipment, 
sound equipment, IT and physical plant.  

WWOZ 2 still work in progress. Trying to pilot a Hip hop show with Truth, CAB has discussed 
spoken word including Quess.  Mardi Gras Indians via Cherice. 
Arthur acknowledges our disappointment in WWOZ 2 as we were promised an idea they 
couldn't deliver on

Could use help identifying people who are willing to be the center of a “community” for new OZ2
efforts.

 Public comment
Don Paul:  Props to Arthur.  Suggests outreach to older WWOZ folks, perhaps each board 
member could do 3 recommendations as to what OZ can do.  Elders’ project is great, involve 
schools.  Loyola, Dillard

Mr Waters: studying website, learning more about all OZ does.
Does OZ have someone who can orientate CAB on the working of the station?

 Arthur: Planning to do this when new board is seated in January.

Adjourn at 8:09


